Despite the severe ecological damage and economic loss caused by invasive species, the factors contributing to successful invasion or displacement remain elusive. The whitefly, Bemisia tabaci (Gennadius), is an important invasive agricultural pest worldwide, causing severe damage to numerous crops by feeding or transmitting plant viruses. In this study, we monitored the dynamics of two invasive whitefly cryptic species, Middle East-Asia Minor 1 (MEAM1) and Mediterranean (MED), in Jiangsu, China, from 2005-2016. We found that B. tabaci MED quickly established and asserted dominance over MEAM1, resulting in their population displacement in Jiangsu in only three years (from 2005 to 2008). We further investigated the possible mechanisms underlying the successful invasion and competitive displacement from a genetic perspective. Based on sequencing of mitochondrial gene sequences from large numbers of whitefly samples, multiple invasion events of MED were validated by our genetic analyses. MED invaded Jiangsu starting from multiple introduction sites with secondary and/or subsequent invasive events. This may favor their invasion and displacement of MEAM1. This study advances our understanding of the mechanisms that enabled the successful invasion of MED.
Introduction
Biological invasions are of great concern as they have a pronounced impact on the native ecosystem, biodiversity, and the economy. Displacement events are intimately linked to invasion biology and continue to increase at alarming rates [1] . However, the mechanisms and factors underlying the successful invasion or displacement remain elusive and therefore need to be elucidated.
The whitefly, Bemisia tabaci (Gennadius) (Hemiptera: Aleyrodidae), is a cryptic species complex containing at least 40 morphologically indistinguishable species [2] [3] [4] [5] . Among this species complex, some members are important pests of horticultural and industrial crops and cause large yield loss in agronomic ecosystems worldwide. The Middle East-Asia Minor 1 (MEAM1, commonly known as the B biotype) and the Mediterranean (MED, commonly known as the Q biotype) whiteflies have drawn great attention due to their global invasion and rapid replacement of the native whiteflies [5, 6] . MEAM1 entered China in the mid-1990s; however, MED was first detected on ornamental plants in Yunnan in 2003 [7] . In the same year, Chu et al. [8] also detected a few MED individuals in Beijing, Yunnan, and Henan. In 2007, MED individuals were detected from 19 collection sites across 13 provinces, where MED had dominated over 50% of all whitefly samples in 10 out of the 19 collection sites [9] . Shortly after, MED spread rapidly across China [10] [11] [12] [13] . The invasion history of MED in China could be divided into three stages: the early stage (2003), the spread stage (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) , and the unprecedented outbreak (after 2008). Interestingly, MED dominates MEAM1, as well as several indigenous species of whiteflies (e.g., Asia II and China 1) in many regions [11, 14] . A few studies have investigated the mechanisms underlying this displacement from both intrinsic and environmental perspectives. It has been proposed that such successful invasions and rapid displacement can be attributed to insect behavior (reproduction or feeding) [15, 16] , insecticide resistance [17] , host plants [18] [19] [20] [21] , temperature and relative humidity [21, 22] , and even plant viruses [23, 24] . For instance, Sun et al. [18] found that field populations of MED have lower susceptibility to commonly used insecticides (e.g., imidacloprid) than MEAM1, which may play a major advantageous role in competitive displacement. In addition, host plant was found to be one of the most important factors in the competitive fitness of MED and MEAM1. Chu et al. [21] found that when MEAM1 is reared simultaneously with MED on pepper plants, the MEAM1 population decreased significantly from 66.7% to 13.6% and 3.7% in the first and second generation, respectively. However, few studies have addressed the mechanisms from a genetic perspective. Li et al. [25] identified mitochondrial haplotypes of MED and proposed that the genotypes may be associated with MED's ability to access the invasion habitat. In addition, genetic traits, such as genetic diversity and genetic structure, could also be involved in successful invasions or colonization of alien organisms [26, 27] . For example, Crawford and Whitney [28] found that increased genetic diversity enhanced colonization success for the weedy herb Arabidopsis thaliana.
In Jiangsu province, MEAM1 was initially found in 2001, whereas MED was first detected in 2005, and since, they have spread over most of Jiangsu's regions in only a few years [29] . In this study, we monitored the dynamics of whitefly cryptic species across the northern, central, and southern parts of Jiangsu from 2005 to 2016. Over the 12 years of monitoring, we found that MED quickly established and largely replaced MEAM1. Because genetic diversity or genetic structure may contribute to successful invasion [26, 27] , we applied genetic data to decipher any possible underlying mechanisms. The main goals of this study were to: (1) present the invasive history and dynamics of MED and MEAM1 in Jiangsu over a decade; (2) investigate the genetic diversity and population genetic structure of MED and MEAM1; and (3) explore the possible mechanisms underlying the successful invasion of MED and competitive displacement between MED and MEAM1 from a genetic perspective.
Materials and Methods

Sample Collection
B. tabaci samples were collected from greenhouses and cultivated fields across six municipal level administrative units (Lianyungang, Suqian, Yancheng, Yangzhou, Nantong, and Wuxi) in Jiangsu Province from 2005 to 2016 (from August to October) ( Figure 1 ). Collection details, the host plants, and number of sequenced whiteflies are summarized in Table S1 . Each collection was obtained by randomly sampling using a self-made aspirator. To identify the cryptic species of whitefly in our collected samples accurately, a total of 4936 B. tabaci individuals across each year and each collection site were selected for sequencing of mitochondrial genes. 
DNA Extraction and Amplification
Total DNA was extracted from individual whiteflies following the protocol of Luo et al. [30] . The specific primers F-BQ-880 (5′-TGGAATAGATGTAGATACTC-3′) and R-BQ-1460 (5′-CTTACACCAAGCCTAAATCTTACTA-3′) were self-designed to obtain the mitochondrial Cytochrome Oxidase 1 (CO1) gene fragment. We also tested the non-MEAM1/MED individuals using the universal primers of C1-J-2195 and L2-N-3014 [31] . The Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) mixture consisted of 1 U Taq DNA polymerase (Takara, Dalian, China), 5 µL (10×) reaction buffer, 
Total DNA was extracted from individual whiteflies following the protocol of Luo et al. [30] . The specific primers F-BQ-880 (5 -TGGAATAGATGTAGATACTC-3 ) and R-BQ-1460 (5 -CTTACACCAAGCCTAAATCTTACTA-3 ) were self-designed to obtain the mitochondrial Cytochrome Oxidase 1 (CO1) gene fragment. We also tested the non-MEAM1/MED individuals using the universal primers of C1-J-2195 and L2-N-3014 [31] . The Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) mixture consisted of 1 U Taq DNA polymerase (Takara, Dalian, China), 5 µL (10×) reaction buffer, corresponding to a final concentration of 3 µL MgCl 2 (25 mmol/L), 2 µL dNTPs (10 mmol/L), 2 µL forward and reverse primers (20 µmol/L each), and 2 µL of template DNA. The PCR reaction program was initialized at 94 • C for 2 min, followed by 35 cycles of 94 • C for 1 min, 56 • C for 1 min, and 72 • C for 1 min, with a final extension for 5 min at 72 • C. Amplification products were purified and sequenced by IGE Biotechnology Co., Ltd. (Guangzhou, China).
Data Analyses
Sequence fragments of the mtDNA CO1 gene (555 bp) were assembled using ContigExpress to obtain a consensus sequence and then aligned using the Clustal X 1.83 program [32] . Each sequence of the B. tabaci sample was blasted against NCBI (http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi) to determine the subspecies/biotype. The sequences in this study were deposited in GenBank (accession numbers: KF142153-KF142157). Each sequence was translated into amino acids to detect whether there was a frameshift mutation or nonsense codon to exclude the pseudogenes. The protein sequences could also be found in GenBank. The haplotype diversity (H) and nucleotide diversity (π) were calculated using DnaSP v. 5.0 [33] . The median joining network of haplotypes was constructed using Network v. 4 [34] and used to infer evolutionary relationships among haplotypes. SAMOVA 2.0 (Spatial Analysis Of Molecular Variance) [35] was used to define the genetic structure of populations with K values ranging from 2 to 6 (for the total six populations of MED) and 100 independent simulated annealing processes. Pairwise F-statistic (F ST ) values were calculated using Arlequin v. 3.5 [36] to estimate the degree of genetic differentiation among populations. Sequences were analyzed with other whitefly sequences from NCBI to investigate the phylogenetic status of haplotypes in this study. Both Bayesian Inferences (BI) and Maximum Likelihood (ML) analysis were used. Phylogenetic reconstructions were constructed using the MrBayes program [37] with 3,000,000 generations and with the first 25% being discarded as "burn-in". The ML tree was constructed in a PHYML online web server [38] . The greenhouse whitefly, Trialeurodes vaporariorum, was used as an outgroup. Tree data were visualized and edited using FigTree v. 1.3.1 (http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/). Tajima's D and Fu's Fs tests for all populations (pooled) were used to test for neutrality using Arlequin v. 3.5 [36] . Harpending's Raggedness (HR) index was also calculated in Arlequin v. 3.5. All parameters were evaluated based on 1000 bootstrap replicates. We also investigated the recent population history by estimating the changes in the effective population size over time using a Bayesian skyline plot [39] implemented in the software BEAST Version 2.5.0 [40] . The convergence and output of BEAST were checked and analyzed by TRACER Version 1.7.1 [41] .
Results
Dynamics of Whitefly Cryptic Species in Jiangsu from 2005 to 2016
Analyses of the B. tabaci mtCOI sequences showed that among the total collected whiteflies, 21.7% were identified as MEAM1 (invasive), 77.4% as MED (invasive) and 0.9% as Asia II 3 (indigenous). Both MEAM1 and MED were widely distributed across Jiangsu, while Asia II 3 was rarely detected ( 
Genetic Variation
To decipher the possible genetic mechanisms underlying the successful replacement of MED, we further analyzed the haplotype composition and genetic variation in MEAM1 and MED populations. First, no frameshift mutations or nonsense codons were detected, and the protein sequences could be found in GenBank (accession numbers: KF142153-KF142157). Based on alignment of mtCO1sequences, we found that only one haplotype (named HapB1) was identified from MEAM1 individuals; however, four haplotypes (named HapQ1, HapQ2, HapQ3, and HapQ4) could be defined from MED populations. Of these haplotypes, HapQ3 was the most widely distributed haplotype and was shared among all the populations; HapQ1 was present in all populations except the Wuxi population; HapQ2 and HapQ4 were only detected with low numbers in the Yangzhou and Nantong populations, respectively. Taken together, all populations had at least two haplotypes, except Wuxi. In reference to the time period, HapQ3 was first detected in 2005 from all the populations, except Lianyungang and Suqian; only MEAM1 individuals were found in these two populations in 2005 and 2006; HapQ1 was first detected from Yancheng and Nantong in 2005; HapQ2 and HapQ4 were first detected from the Yangzhou and Nantong populations in 2007 and 2006, respectively. The temporal and spatial distribution of each haplotype can be viewed in Figure S1 . Moreover, based on the median joining network of the four MED haplotypes, we found that the network was generally star-like with HapQ1, HapQ2, and HapQ4 as shared mutations from HapQ3 ( Figure 2 ). To decipher the possible genetic mechanisms underlying the successful replacement of MED, we further analyzed the haplotype composition and genetic variation in MEAM1 and MED populations. First, no frameshift mutations or nonsense codons were detected, and the protein sequences could be found in GenBank (accession numbers: KF142153-KF142157). Based on alignment of mtCO1sequences, we found that only one haplotype (named HapB1) was identified from MEAM1 individuals; however, four haplotypes (named HapQ1, HapQ2, HapQ3, and HapQ4) could be defined from MED populations. Of these haplotypes, HapQ3 was the most widely distributed haplotype and was shared among all the populations; HapQ1 was present in all populations except the Wuxi population; HapQ2 and HapQ4 were only detected with low numbers in the Yangzhou and Nantong populations, respectively. Taken together, all populations had at least two haplotypes, except Wuxi. In reference to the time period, HapQ3 was first detected in 2005 from all the populations, except Lianyungang and Suqian; only MEAM1 individuals were found in these two populations in 2005 and 2006; HapQ1 was first detected from Yancheng and Nantong in 2005; HapQ2 and HapQ4 were first detected from the Yangzhou and Nantong populations in 2007 and 2006, respectively. The temporal and spatial distribution of each haplotype can be viewed in Figure S1 . Moreover, based on the median joining network of the four MED haplotypes, we found that the network was generally star-like with HapQ1, HapQ2, and HapQ4 as shared mutations from HapQ3 ( Figure 2 ). The six MED populations showed different levels of genetic variation based on the genetic indexes of H and π. Although the overall level of genetic diversity between MED populations was low, Nantong and Yancheng had higher haplotype diversity (0.352 and 0.285) in comparison to the other four populations. In addition, Nantong had the highest nucleotide diversity, whereas the genetic diversity of Lianyungang and Wuxi were much lower (Table 1) . The six MED populations showed different levels of genetic variation based on the genetic indexes of H and π. Although the overall level of genetic diversity between MED populations was low, Nantong and Yancheng had higher haplotype diversity (0.352 and 0.285) in comparison to the other four populations. In addition, Nantong had the highest nucleotide diversity, whereas the genetic diversity of Lianyungang and Wuxi were much lower (Table 1) . 
Population Genetic Structure of MED
We further investigated the population genetic structure of MED populations. Monitoring of F CT values from the SAMOVA analyses suggested three was the optimal number of population groups (F CT3 = 0.05990; p < 0.05). The six populations were clustered into the three groups as follows: (1) Lianyungang and Wuxi, (2) Suqian, Yancheng and Yangzhou, and (3) Nantong (Figure 3) . Interestingly, Lianyungang and Wuxi clustered together despite the distance between them being the farthest. The pairwise F ST analysis for genetic differentiation between populations confirmed the above clusters. Lianyungang had the lowest genetic differentiation with Wuxi (F ST = 0.00370). Likewise, the genetic differentiation between Suqian, Yancheng, and Yangzhou was also low. However, the genetic differentiation between Suqian and Wuxi was the highest (F ST = 0.13861) ( Table 2) . We further investigated the population genetic structure of MED populations. Monitoring of FCT values from the SAMOVA analyses suggested three was the optimal number of population groups (FCT3 = 0.05990; p < 0.05). The six populations were clustered into the three groups as follows: (1) Lianyungang and Wuxi, (2) Suqian, Yancheng and Yangzhou, and (3) Nantong (Figure 3) . Interestingly, Lianyungang and Wuxi clustered together despite the distance between them being the farthest. The pairwise FST analysis for genetic differentiation between populations confirmed the above clusters. Lianyungang had the lowest genetic differentiation with Wuxi (FST = 0.00370). Likewise, the genetic differentiation between Suqian, Yancheng, and Yangzhou was also low. However, the genetic differentiation between Suqian and Wuxi was the highest (FST = 0.13861) ( Table  2 ). Values below the diagonal represent FST values; symbols above the diagonal are the significance of FST. "+" represents significance and "−" represents non-significance (significance level = 0.05).
Neutrality Test and Bayesian Skyline Plot
To uncover the demographic history of MED in Jiangsu, neutrality tests were conducted using Tajima's D and Fu's Fs statistics. The values of Tajima's D and Fu's Fs for all samples were negative (D = −0.81772; Fs = −1.67605), but not significant (p > 0.05); however, a sudden expansion model with a small and insignificant Harpending's Raggedness (HR) index failed to be rejected (HR = 0.323, p = 0.628), which indicated a relatively good fit to a model of demographic expansion [42] or a recent range expansion [43, 44] . Furthermore, the median joining network was generally star-like, further confirming the recent population expansion of MED ( Figure 2) . Importantly, the effective population size estimated by Bayesian skyline plots for the entire MED group exhibited expansion of the population size, representing two recent demographic and range expansion events, around 2007 and 2016, respectively (Figure 4a ). Values below the diagonal represent F ST values; symbols above the diagonal are the significance of F ST . "+" represents significance and "−" represents non-significance (significance level = 0.05).
To uncover the demographic history of MED in Jiangsu, neutrality tests were conducted using Tajima's D and Fu's Fs statistics. The values of Tajima's D and Fu's Fs for all samples were negative (D = −0.81772; Fs = −1.67605), but not significant (p > 0.05); however, a sudden expansion model with a small and insignificant Harpending's Raggedness (HR) index failed to be rejected (HR = 0.323, p = 0.628), which indicated a relatively good fit to a model of demographic expansion [42] or a recent range expansion [43, 44] . Furthermore, the median joining network was generally star-like, further confirming the recent population expansion of MED ( Figure 2) . Importantly, the effective population size estimated by Bayesian skyline plots for the entire MED group exhibited expansion of the population size, representing two recent demographic and range expansion events, around 2007 and 2016, respectively (Figure 4a ). 
Phylogenetic Reconstruction
We further explored the possible source of MED individuals in Jiangsu based on phylogenetic construction. Based on the constructed phylogenetic tree ( Figure S2 ), four haplotypes of MED individuals mainly clustered into the MED(Q)1 clade, mainly from the western Mediterranean, such as France and Morocco.
Discussion
The ongoing dispersal of exotic species or the rearrangement of species' geographical distribution is one of the most striking biological outcomes of global changes [1, 45] . In the past decades, two invasive B. tabaci species, MEAM1 and MED, were introduced to numerous countries or regions, resulting in large yield loss among different crops. In China, MEAM1 appeared to displace the indigenous whiteflies since it invaded China in the mid-1990s [14] . Interestingly, the introduction of MED to China displaced MEAM1 and other whitefly species over the last decade [46, 47] . In this study, we monitored the dynamics of whitefly cryptic species in Jiangsu over 12 years. We discovered that in just three years (from 2005 to 2008), MED almost completely dominated over MEAM1 in most regions. Similarly, Guo et al. reported that MED was first found in Hubei and Shanxi provinces in 2005, and MED had become dominant in several provinces of China by 2007 [48] . In a short time span, the introduction of the MED population excelled in its quest for species establishment. As previously stated, other factors, such as insecticide resistance and host plants, were also hypothesized to contribute to a successful invasion and rapid displacement over a native population. In addition, the factor of genetic traits must also be considered [26, 27] . Importantly, since individual level genetic traits have proven to be weak predictors of colonization success, much thought should be given to the population level genetic traits, which have profound influences on the relative success or failure of a colonization event [28] . Therefore, we hypothesized that it was probable that the genetic traits at the population level contributed to the competitive displacement between these two invasive whiteflies.
We first evaluated the genetic variation of a large number of whitefly individuals. As expected, MED populations had a higher level of genetic variation than MEAM1. In particular, only one mitochondrial haplotype could be detected from MEAM1 individuals, whereas four haplotypes of MED were defined; therefore, the overall MED level of haplotype diversity and of nucleotide diversity were much higher than MEAM1. Previous studies had investigated the genetic diversity of MED populations in China [25, [48] [49] [50] and showed that due to bottlenecks or founder effects, the Green arrows showed the secondary and/or subsequent invasive events. Dotted lines represented the potential mixing of whiteflies between Nantong and Yancheng. The map of Jiangsu was created using Esri's ArcGIS platform (http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis).
Phylogenetic Reconstruction
Discussion
We first evaluated the genetic variation of a large number of whitefly individuals. As expected, MED populations had a higher level of genetic variation than MEAM1. In particular, only one mitochondrial haplotype could be detected from MEAM1 individuals, whereas four haplotypes of MED were defined; therefore, the overall MED level of haplotype diversity and of nucleotide diversity were much higher than MEAM1. Previous studies had investigated the genetic diversity of MED populations in China [25, [48] [49] [50] and showed that due to bottlenecks or founder effects, the haplotype diversity of MED was lower compared to its presumed Mediterranean origin. However, even though MEAM1 invaded Jiangsu much earlier, MED expressed higher genetic variation than that of MEAM1. Theoretically, a greater diversity should lead to greater adaptability of insects. However, in the present study, we could not make a conclusion that the competitive displacement was a result of the increased genetic diversity of MED. The elevated genetic diversity in the MED was actually a gradual increase in genetic diversity as subsequent haplotypes (HapQ2 and HapQ4) and presumably new populations invaded the province. Half of the locations sampled were predominantly composed of MED haplotypes HapQ3 and HapQ1 in Yencheng and Nantong in 2005 prior to the detection of Q2 and Q4 haplotypes in Yangzhou and Nantong in 2007 and 2006, respectively. The HapQ2 and HapQ4 haplotypes have not spread to other areas in the years since their detection, suggesting that the increased genetic diversity as a result of their presence has not contributed to the displacement of MEAM1. Thus, it would appear that the displacement of the MEAM1 was occurring even from the onset of the invasion when haplotype diversity was low. In some cases, the low genetic diversity might limit the capacity of species to establish in new environments and subsequently spread. However, this does not seem to happen with invasive species that, with little or no genetic variability, manage to have a huge adaptive success. Indeed, numerous invasive populations still thrive and evolve despite the presumed loss of diversity. For example, the beach daisy, Arctotheca populifolia, adapted to new environments with very little neutral genetic diversity [51] . In addition, the introduced species such as water hyacinth (Eichhornia crassipes) and sweet briar (Rosa rubiginosa) are also successful invaders with low neutral genetic diversity [52, 53] .
Furthermore, it is well known that multiple invasion events by a species have been proposed as a means through which the loss of genetic diversity is overcome [26, 54] . In some cases, this has been explained by high levels of propagule pressure through multiple introduction events, resulting in a successful introduction [55, 56] . In our study, the multiple invasion events by MED were evaluated by investigating its population genetic structure.
First, we noted that the initial percentages of MED in whitefly populations of the mid-southern part were much higher than those in the northern regions (Suqian and Lianyungang). This potentially indicated that MED could have invaded Jiangsu starting from the mid-southern region. Indeed, MED could not be found from Lianyungang and Suqian until 2007. Furthermore, based on the index of genetic diversity and the number of haplotypes, we could easily find that MED individuals in Yancheng and Nantong had the highest level of genetic diversity. Because "ancestral" populations typically possess higher levels of genetic diversity [57] [58] [59] , we speculated that the other MED populations in Jiangsu originated from Yancheng or Nantong. Indeed, the field observation and population genetic structure confirmed the multiple introduction sites. Three MED genetic groups were identified, and individuals from Lianyungang and Wuxi were clustered in the same group despite the extreme distance. The most plausible explanation is that MED individuals in Lianyungang and Wuxi originated from Yancheng or Nantong, which are two regions located between them. Of note, HapQ4 was only found in Nantong at a relatively high percentage. This could indicate that Nantong might be one of the introduction sites in Jiangsu. Taken together, MED probably invaded Jiangsu separately starting from Yancheng or Nantong.
Second, due to the high population densities of whiteflies and frequent agricultural trading in Jiangsu, secondary and/or subsequent invasions of MED to Jiangsu are possible. Previous studies demonstrated that MED initially invaded and established populations in the Yangtze River Valley and eastern coastal areas [11, 13, 48] , allowing for multiple introductions of MED in Jiangsu. Our analyses of haplotypes, genetic diversity, and genetic structure of MED confirmed the hypothesis of multiple invasion events. First, the new haplotypes of HapQ2 and HapQ4 were detected in Yangzhou and Nantong in 2007 and 2006, respectively, which occurred after the initial detection of MED in Jiangsu.
In addition, the effective population size estimated by the Bayesian skyline plots demonstrated two recent demographic and range expansion events, which occurred in 2007 and 2016. For the cluster group of Lianyugang and Wuxi, the individuals from this group were validated to be from the central part. Since the initial invasive event was fairly recent, all populations should be clustered as the same group; however, three groups were identified. The most plausible explanation could be that there were secondary or subsequently more invasive events in the central region, and these events have not yet occurred in the northern part of Jiangsu. In addition, based on the genetic diversity analyses of six populations, we speculated that MED formed the bridgehead populations in Yancheng and Nantong, where it had the higher genetic diversity. Under a bridgehead scenario, a successfully established invasive population can serve as a source of colonists for new invasions and thereby give rise to secondary and/or subsequent introductions [60] .
To some extent, the Yangtze River probably acted as a physical barrier for MED, because all populations had the haplotype HapQ1 except Wuxi, which is the only population located in the southern part of the Yangtze River. We suspect that Wuxi could be one of the introduction sites. Furthermore, the reason why MED in Wuxi did not successfully displace MEAM1 could be because MED had only one haplotype and expressed the lowest level of genetic diversity. This may support our idea concerning the contribution of genetic traits in successful invasion and displacement.
Finally, we utilized phylogenetic construction to explore the possible source for MED individuals in Jiangsu. The MED individuals can be separated into two subclades, MED(Q)1 and MED(Q)2, from the Mediterranean [61] . In our study, four haplotypes of MED individuals mainly clustered into the MED(Q)1 clade, which was mainly from the western Mediterranean such as France and Morocco. Similarly, MED individuals in Shandong Province were also grouped into subclade MED(Q)1 [25, 50] . Therefore, MED populations in these two regions may have been introduced from the same invasion source.
Conclusions
In summary, we monitored the invasion of MED populations along with the rapid displacement of the MEAM1 populations in Jiangsu over a 12-year period. We gave evidence that the multiple invasions of MED occurred in Jiangsu based on our monitoring and genetic data. Importantly, the multiple introductions probably enhanced the ability of MED populations to occupy Jiangsu and dominate over MEAM1 by accelerating its geographic expansion. Finally, we inferred the invasive routes of B. tabaci MED in Jiangsu. Specifically, MED first invaded Jiangsu separately starting from either Nantong or Yancheng in 2005, then formed bridgehead populations, and proceeded to invade other regions in Jiangsu. In addition, from 2005 to 2007, there were probably secondary and/or subsequent invasive events into Yangzhou and Nantong (Figure 4b ). The combination of field survey and genetic data helped us not only uncover the process of a successful whitefly's invasion, but also offer new perspectives for the mechanism responsible for the displacement of one population over another. However, in the present study, we did not consider the effects of host plants. Overall, our study provided a further explanation of the successful invasion and rapid displacement between the two invasive whitefly species.
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